
Site Details:

Price:
10 loans is £15.00 that ends up charging you $2.40 per information.
25 credit is £35.00 that eventually ends up costing you $2.00 per information.
50 credits is £65.00 that winds up charging you $1.98 per message.
100 loans is £120.00 that winds up charging you $1.80 per message.
200 credits is actually £200.00 that eventually ends up charging you $1.65 per
message.

Overview
ShagSlags.com is actually a favorite site but that positively doesn’t allow legit. We went
undercover joining the internet site so we could see directly precisely what men and women
would discover should they joined it. We’re experts in uncovering matchmaking frauds,
that’s been our goal for over 5 years today and we carry on exploring any brand new
internet dating sites that individuals select. Shag Slags could be the focus nowadays’s
investigation and all of the data including difficult details and proof are available for you in
review that individuals’ve composed below.

ShagSlags Is Actually A „Fantasy Provider“ According
To Their Site
Before we joined up with this web site, smack dab throughout the front of the homepage the
web site desires one agree to the aid of their fantasy service including using artificial users
(amongst other items). Proprietors with this website consider their own dating solution
perhaps not a dating service but a „fantasy activity solution“. This is a lot different from a
dating service. ShagSlags.com is actually a fantasy entertainment solution definition its an
internet site providing you with fantasy entertainment, AKA entertaining you with issues
that are not genuine.  This site isn’t actual, its a mirage, an illusion and definitely not the
best dating internet site.

(Screenshot that shows the internet site admitting to you making use of fantasy service AKA
fictitious users.)



„Fantasy Profiles“ Aren’t Real People In The Website
Additionally found on the first page for the web site they desire you to understand that
females that are available in images on the internet site are the thing that they call „fantasy
profiles“ AKA artificial profiles is probably not actual people in the website. These include
letting you know right this great site utilizes fake pages. You must understand all things in
the profiles tend to be fake. The images are artificial, everything within the picture profile
web page normally phony. These online dating profiles have already been produced by staff
who do work on the behalf of website. Normally maybe not real ladies who joined up with
the website, produced a dating profile looking to satisfy one to satisfy all of them. That isn’t
after all what’s going on right here. What exactly is actually happening like we said is the
workers of ShagSlag tend to be generating artificial pages to entice you into signing up for
their site and purchasing credit with your charge card. Inturn they generate a lot of money
from your gullibility.

(Screenshot getting with the website in which they admit that website contains fantasy
users which are not real members of the web site.)

The Conditions Page Demonstrates That A Lot Of Pages
Are Bogus
Also based in the stipulations page the website confides in us that a lot of associated with
profiles on ShagSlags.com are artificial. In addition they explain why these phony users
happen created merely to change emails with customers. The main reason these are
generally created  is because it will cost you money to answer any messages delivered
through the artificial relationship users the internet site is actually creating. Its an
extremely fancy scheme that pulls in thousands and thousands and sometimes even
countless weight per year!

(Screenshot indicates that this site creates and utilizes make believe fake pages.)

Authentic Examples Of Bogus Profile Utilizing Faux



Profile Pictures
All over the place they tell us they are the ones accountable for the fabrication of made up
untruthful pages on their own platform. They confess that users have pictures which are not
connected with anyone just who actually signed up with their site. But we planned to
understand where these photos had been via. These are typically genuine photographs it’s
simply your women in the profiles have not created a dating profile on the internet site, staff
members on the site are using their pictures (most likely without their fee) to generate
these pretend profile pages. Below we have incorporated three artificial pages but also
incorporated website links and you’ll discover those very same pictures on different web
pages. This is just more evidence that this site is indeed a full-fledged scam process.

https://thumbs3.imgbox. com/4a/c8/7CIci5DV_t.jpg
https://imgur. com/7RYNEGu

https://www.primecurves.com/bella-brewer-diary-boobs/smallimage6.jpg

https://thumb-p6.xhcdn.com/a/R4GqlaMilsZoyUhhAzz11w/000/232/322/166_1000.jpg

Messages Tend To Be Fake As Admitted To During The
Terms Page
In the event that you consider the screenshot below (circled in purple) it is going to show
that there is received 402 emails to the inbox.Unbelievable! In case you are taking a glance
at the terms and conditions web page in section 2.3.c it mentions that profiles are fictitious
as well as have already been created merely to exchange messages with people. Like we
have now currently discussed they will have created digital users which are used to deliver
individuals imagine communications. The emails are completely make believe and sent in
the hopes which you make an effort to talk right back. At that time you will end up expected
to improve and purchase credit. Whenever we planned to respond to the 402 emails that we
was given it might are priced at us some over £400.00! keep in mind each one of these
communications are not actual, these are generally entirely fake. We might have wasted
£400.00 responding to low present people and fake cam communications!

(this might be a screenshot showing the 402 imitation emails that we had gotten.)



The Stipulations Inform Us The Reality

 The terms and conditions web page ended up being a treasure-trove of proof. All things are
indeed there in black-and-white for everyone to find out if you wish to take the time and
read the stipulations page. They admit which they make use of fictitious pages. They confess
which they send emails which are automatically generated without any people really
delivering you those chat communications. They also acknowledge that pages they develop
such as the information text and photographs isn’t really connected with any actual
individual. In addition they acknowledge that they utilize artificial pages to get hold of
people with computer-generated communications. Not only that additionally they declare
which you cannot actually meet the artificial users that they’re accountable for creating.

We have included the most important parts of the conditions and terms page below or you
can select this link and stay used directly to the terms page.

Yes, we make use of make believe users for testing behavioral/social researches as
well as activity reasons. These individual profiles uploaded on the site are fictitious
and are usually connected with the „Fantasy amusement“ (FE) solution. Our very own
Fantasy Entertainment solution belongs to our efforts to stimulate discussion with
people to promote further and wider involvement in all the Website’s solutions,
including the posting of additional information or photos to your users‘ users.
Preliminary emails from your FE service might be automatically produced with no
human participation, and 3rd party contractors hired or developed by united states
may produce messages or communication from then on.
You know that the info, book, and images within the FE service profiles cannot relate
to almost any real individual but they are provided for activity functions just.
Absolutely nothing contained in any FE service profile is meant to explain or look like
any real person-living or dead.
On one or higher events, FE profiles may get in touch with consumers through
computer-generated communications to motivate further or broader engagement
during the Website’s services or perhaps to keep track of individual task. These
messages can be carried to several users likewise.
You acknowledge that no physical conference will ever happen between both you and
the people supplying all of our FE service which the change of emails between both
you and the FE is actually for activity purposes, also to motivate more or broader
involvement in the Website’s services or perhaps to supervise user activities.

Hosting Server Info:



Address Of Host: 665 Third Street #207, San Francisco, CA, 94107, US
Ip Of Server: 104.28.28.183
Label Servers: fred.ns.cloudflare.com, rihana.ns.cloudflare.com

Email Address :

Cellphone: 
Tackles:  Exploited by Kos Monte News LLC
Zahaq 3 â�� Peje
30.000, Republic of Kosovo
Chamber of Commerce: 810148644
Email: [email protected], [email shielded]
Web Page: ShagSlags.com/contact

Final Decision:

Our concluding decision is a very easy one ShagSlags.com is actually artificial. There are
not any real components of this website. All the pages are fake, every one of emails tend to
be phony and they would like you to pay a fee to communicate with customers that don’t
actually exist. If there actually ever was actually a fraud this is it!

Seek out Females:

If you want to discover actual females, next view these legitimate matchmaking
websites.

File A Written Report

Contact the Better company Bureau and register an issue if you think that you’ve been
scammed or scammed.

https://www.blackdatingservice.co.uk/

https://blackdatingservice.co.uk/

